Abstract-Agent-based technology has generated a lot of attention in recent years because of its promise as a new paradigm for conceptualizing, designing, and implementing software systems. So me problems in real world cannot be handled by a single agent. Mult iple agents work together to accomplish some task. A lthough mu lti-agent systems (MASs) provide many potential advantages, they also present many difficult challenges. This paper illustrates the importance of communication for planning in a mult i-agent setting by considering a grid wo rld do main that consists of obstacles at different locations. This paper provides a theoretical framework that is validated by the experimental results. Performance analysis with respect to plan size and execution time is also reported.
I. INTRO DUCTIO N
Research in mult i-agent systems have led to its applicability in varied real world scenarios such as ecommerce [1] , supply chain management [2] , robotics [3] , and also developing complex game application [4] .It is widely being advocated for use in networking and mobile technologies, to achieve automatic and dynamic load balancing, h igh scalability, and self -healing networks. Such systems are becoming increasingly important as they draw together a number of importan t trends in modern technology [5] .
A mu lti-agent system (MAS) consists of a collection of loosely-coupled interacting autonomous agents working in an environ ment. Here agents are usually software agents and can perform actions, have some computational abilit ies, and may co mmunicate with each other. Multi-agent systems support modularization i.e., a large co mp lex problem is handled by developing a number of functionally specific and modular co mponents that are efficient to solve a specific problem aspect. This decompos ition allows each agent to use the most appropriate paradigm for solving its particular problem. When dependent problems aris e, the agents in the system coordinate with one another to ensure that interdependencies are properly managed. Cooperation refers to distributed and commun icated group of agents that share a common interest and work together to achieve a co mmon goal in an environ ment [6] , [7] .
The remaining paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we discuss about agent communication and grid world do main. Sect ion 3 describes a model used for communicat ion. Section 4 describes a theoretical framework for mult i agent communicat ion. In Sect ion 5 the experimental results are presented along with the analysis. Related work is d iscussed in Section 6. Section 7 concludes the paper.
II. AGENT CO MMUNICATION
The informat ion exchange between agents is termed as communicat ion between agents. Co mmunicat ion improves the behavior of agents and discourages any regard to other agent's internal structure. The commun ication between agents may be peer to peer, broadcast or med iated. In recent years several techniques evolved for the co mmunication between agents . Some of these include Blackboard system [8] , message passing via co mmunication standards like knowledge query man ipulation language (KQM L) [9] , and FIPA-A CL [10] . Blackboard system is an indirect approach of communicat ion between agents. In this technique there is a common b lackboard wh ich is shared between all agents. For peer to peer co mmunication KQM L and FIPA-A CL are t wo most popular languages. Since these languages are wrapper languages and have high level of abstraction they can be extended depending on the need of particular system [11] . Therefore in most of cases either these languages are extended according to need of application or engineers develop co mmunication techniques suited for a particular application. In this paper we used a shared variable for agent communicat ion. In our work the agents are collaborative in nature.
Figure1. Conceptual model for communication

A. Grid World Domain
In our work we used a two dimensional grid world domain that consists of cells arranged in a matrix. So me cells may be obstacles, represented by gray color in the figure shown below. The size of the grid is 6X6. Cell that are darken in the figure are obstacles. No cell can be occupied by two or more agents simu ltaneously. Since in a mu lti-agent system the knowledge of an agent is limited and restricted to only local informat ion, it only knows the informat ion of its adjacent cells. The task of an agent is to reach the given goal state.
In this domain an agent can perform 4 actions, namely MOVE_ LEFT, M OVE_ RIGHT, M OVE_ UP, and MOVE_ DOW N. For example, after performing the action MOVE_ DOWN, the agent moves one cell below the current cell. When all agents achieve their goal state then we says that the mu lti-agent system has achieved the goal, otherwise it is said to be failure.
III.ARCHITECTURE US ED FO R CO MMUNICATIO N
Co mmunicat ion is done using a shared variable. When an agent takes an action it updates its information in shared variable (co mmun ication module) and the other agent may retrieve the information fro m the communicat ion module. The arch itecture of overall simu lation system is shown below. The architecture of system consists of the following modules. 
A. Grid module
This module is used to design the grid world system on to which the multi-agent system is simulated.
B. Communication module
This module is used for commun ication between agents. In this communicat ion module the agents share the information through the share variable. Agent interacts indirectly via the shared variable by broadcasting their current state.
C. Agent module
This module is used to describe the actions of the agents.
D. Driver module
This is used to run the program.
IV. THEO RETICAL FRAMEWO RK
A. Notations i, j: agents s j,curr : the current state of agent j s j, next : the next state of agent j P: probability Given the current state of the agents, the probability that the agents move to the next states is given as:
Since i and j are acting independently (i.e., there is no information sharing).
Theorem 1. Z i,j( with-info-sharing) ≥ Z i,j( without-info-sharing)
Proof: Consider a term t in Z i,j(with-info-sharing) and the corresponding term t  in Z i,j(without-info-sharing) . Since the agents are communicating so P(s i,next | s i,curr ). P(s j, next | s j,curr ) is more. Thus t ≥ t  . Now Z ij is the product of all the terms.
Since each term t ≥ t  , so the product of the term in communicat ion is also greater then equal to the product of term without communication. Hence the result.
We illustrate the above result by taking an example of the grid world structure in figure 2.
Let the in itial position of agent i and j be (0, 2) and (2, 0) respectively. The final positions of the agents i and j are (4, 2), (2, 4) respectively. Now, without informat ion sharing between agents in the given grid wo rld do main of figure 2, we find the individual probability values as follows. The probability of agent i taking first step from the init ial position is ½ since there is available only two choices. Similarly for all the other steps to the goal state the probability values are 1, 1/3, and 1. For the agent j the p robability values are 1/3 , 1, 1/3, 1.
Thus, Z i,j(without-info-sharing) = P(s i,next | s i,curr ) . P (s j, next | s j,curr ) at each step is 1/2x1/3, 1x1, 1/3x1/3, 1x1. Now with information sharing the probability of agent i for each step will be ½, 1, ½, and 1. The probability of agent j for each step will be 1/3, 1,1,1.
Thus, Z i,j(with-info-sharing) = P(s i,next | s i,curr ) . P (s j, next | s j,curr ) at each step is 1/2x1/3, 1x1, 1/2x1, 1x1. We can see that that the value of each term in this case is more than the corresponding term in the previous case. Thus, Z i,j(with-info-sharing) ≥ Z i,j(without-info-sharing) .
B. Definition
Chain Probability: let s1, s2,….,sr,sg be a sequence of states that an agent makes. Where s1 is the init ial state and sg is the final (goal) state. We call the probability of moving fro m s1 to sg via the sequence as the chain probability, de noted as P(s1,s2,….,sr,sg ). Now, P(s1,s2,….,sr,sg ) = P(s1) . P(s2|s1)………P(sg|sr) Theorem 2. Chain probability ( with sharing) ≥ chain probability ( We can see that A ≥ B.
Theorem 3: Expected time of convergence with information sharing (E info-sharing ) ≤ Expected time of convergence without information sharing (E without-infosharing ).
Proof: Let m be the nu mber of steps (transitions) for convergence. Expected convergence time = search time × nu mber of free cells . Now search time depends on the local information available. Moreover, Search time (with information sharing) ≤ search time (without information sharing). Therefore, E info-sharing ≤ E without-info-sharing .
V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The purpose of our experiments is to demonstrate the importance of co mmunication in a mu lti-agent system. For this we used the grid world do main in which two agents are acting together to achieve their goal. The experiments were carried out on a 2.26 GHz Intel Pentium mach ine with 2 GB RAM. The programs are written in C++ and executed on Windows7. We used the convention of naming each cell of the grid as a coordinate starting from 0 to 6 fro m left to right and top to bottom. For t wo agents in the grid world do main the experimental results for the different in itial-final states are given in Table 2 
a) Collision
We have observed that some situations there are collision of the agents. For instance, suppose that the agents are at in itial positions (0, 2) and (2, 0); the corresponding final states of the agents are (4, 2) and (2, 4) . This is shown in figure 7 . There may be the possibility of a deadlock. This arises when any one agent get stuck somewhere, unable to make any further move, even though the other agent has achieved its goal. For instance, suppose that the init ial position of agent A and B are (0, 0) and (4, 5) respectively and the goal state of the agents A and B are (5, 0) and (5, 2) respectively. At some po int of execution we find that A has achieved its goal state but B has got stuck at the cell (5, 5) .
Figure8. Deadlock scenario in grid
2) U-turn is allowed
We have found that in this case deadlock cannot arise. Ho wever collision may still occur. An examp le situation is shown in the figure where the agent A now being able to take an U-turn prevents the deadlock.
Figure9. A sample case of agent action
The follo wing Table 3 corresponds to situations where deadlock occurs. Table 4 The above results can be summarized in Table 5 . 
C. Two agent system with communication model
In a two agent system with co mmunication, each agent communicates their current position and the next position that will arise for some action. Here next position indicates the intention of the agent to move to this position but it does not mean that the agent has actually moved to this position.
Before taking an action every agents will check the "other's next position". If the "other's next position" is the same as "its next position" then they will look at a signal variable. Otherwise it takes the action according to local information available.
The purpose of the signal variable is to give a signal to the agents so that they can cross without any collision. The variable is a tuple (a, b) that can either be (1, 0) After taking the actions, the agents update the shared variable indicat ing the current position and next position.
In Table 6 the experimental results with communicat ion are given. Now with co mmunication there cannot be deadlock or collision. This is summarized in Table 7. T ABLE6. T WO AGENT S WIT H COMMUNICAT ION Consider row 1 of Table 7 . Th is result suggests that now with co mmunication there is no collision; previously when there was no communication, collision occurred (refer to the last row of 
VI. RELATED WO RK
In this section we briefly report so me works in a grid world do main for mu lti-agent planning. A continual planning technique is developed and imp lemented for the grid world in [12] . Our method is not based on continual planning.
Another similar do main based on a grid world is the packet world environ ment-that consists of a number o f agents, packets, and baskets occupying different cells of a grid. The task of the agents is to cooperate among each other to pick up the packets and place them in the Baskets In [13] a cooperative mult i-agent system for solving the packet world problem is proposed.
In [14] Packet-World domain is considered. It consists of a nu mber of differently co lored packets that are scattered over a rectangular grid. The task of the agents is to cooperate among themselves to place these packets in the corresponding colored destination (cell). Architecture for such a mu lti-agent setting is suggested in [14] .
VII. CO NCLUSION AND FUTURE WO RK
In this paper we considered the problem of mult iagent planning in a grid world do main. Our experimental results demonstrate the importance of communicat ion in a mult i-agent setting. As part of our future and ongoing work we would like to study similar grid world domains of different sizes and structures. We would also like to analy ze the behavior of several agents in such domains. 
